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I. IITTRODUGTION.
The principal reason for .ae existence of this paper
is Lo present a method of jttilizing some of the existing
social agencies fox- a more thorough sti^dy of disorganization
processes that are evidai t in the marriage relati onsnip,
!^or o\5viou3 reasons it here seems necessary to give only
a "brief glimpse of the histo:.v of ma. riage. It is a
length/ study and one that has been handled adequately by/
many v/ell informed scnolars among *Siom v/e may name, Bobert
Irifiault, F. Te stermarji, T. oLu-oner ar.d Count -ley ser ling.
To glance briefly at the history of institutions
776 find them to be a product of man's growth and develop-
ment and his attempt to malse better adjustments to his
environment. From Sumner ' s Folkways we learn that
early indications of institutional life are found among
very simple beliefs of individuals coraposirjg the
early social groups, grew the mores, or ui.written but
never-the-less, ex^rmely binding regulations recogniz
-ed by all as extremely important in performing the
fu damental purpose of juife, self-maintenance , Law
became a natural outgrov/th especially when property
enfefered as an integral factor in maintaining the individual,
in his group.
The marriage institution is undoubtedly a regulation
for the sex impulse. Coupled with this v.e find the self-
maintenance impulse or the economic factor in life playing
an important part, "There is here no single central factor

2such as the aleatory element, and the economic and sexual
interests now alternate and 8.gain unite in forming the nucleus
of various succeeding topics, '^nrnt we have in self-perpetuation
is a very special type of self-maintenance characterized
by bhe bi-sexua lity of the cooperators. There appears in
it a series of relationships in which now the economic
and again the purejjy sexual seem to set the tone.""^' The
reason for all this is distinctly clear, \7e are thoroughly
av/are of the fact that long before marriage became an
institution, men and women maintained themselves and the
race in v.hatever manner possible. Nature *s prima-ry reason
and purpose has been to pass on the germ plasm as well
as to i£eep alive the organism. Our very existance testifies
to this purpose.
As better chances of food getting and greater survival of
off springs came to be identified with the groups, there
also arose the conflicts of individuals over rights and
duties, "Through the earlier stretches of societal evolution
as it appears to us, the compound unit of man-plus-
1, Sumner and Keller, The Science of Society, vol. , lii
p. 1517

3woman, since it includes constituents complementary
one to \jhe other, formed a comlaination of iiign survival-
value. For those who might remain outside of it tlnere
was small chance in the whole field of self-maintenance
except in a parasitic capacity Natures stress
urges uhe tiuman cunimal to mate. Society has set its
approval upon certain ways of mating which, with their
accessories of ritual, come to form the institution
of marriage, \\'itlriin this institution, in its local
form, all are expected to live as they must live in
the local industrial, governmenial , or religious organ-
ization."^ From this we can readily see that the
maiCing of marriage wa3 not primarily sex affection
not paternal love, "Not for nothing, however does
the emotional and impatient savage in marrying give
up freedom and take on duties; the mores that stress
him to do that, however little he deliberates over
his action, have large expediency and compelling
reason "behind tnem. For man the interest subserved
"by marriage is personal and direct where for woman
it is more complex and also indirect, by way of the
child. If man's interest were not served under
marriage, he would and could keep out of it; there
is nothing else to hold him; he is under no such
^ Sumner and xCeller, op, cit, p. 1544. vol iii.

4.
special sex-coercion as is woraan. It is in the con-
ditions of the struggle for existence and maintenance
tliat we must look to discover his compulsion."^
Sex cooperation and marriage for primarily selfish
reasons imply that the sexes vvere capable of specialized
work of a mutually valuable nature. Since in cooperation
there were greater chances of preservation for both,
ways and means to form some types of better adjustment
began to accumulate. "The antagonistic cooperation
of the sexes was inevitable and constituted the
beginning of industrial and societal organization."*'
Our conclusions for such ideas come only from analysis
and inference. Such beginnings as these were of the
mores and thie actual facts are lost in mystery. V/e
can clriart the course of the stream of history, tracing
to its utmost point for whi::h we have evidence of its
course. Then we reach out in the darkness in line
with the last points of direction and estimate the
orgin of t.i.e institutions of society, the beginnings
of which we can never hope to see. We do have for
study many primitive societies that point to this
direction in the formation of the first institutions
of marriage. V/e have here a starting point in giving
us a basis for what suggestions will follow in the
1, ouinner and Keller, op. cit, p. 1515.
^.
Ibid. p. 1516.
Sumner, W. G. Foiicways, pp. 7-8.

next few pages.
Briffault has shown conclusivel/ that among man/
primitive tribes it is difficult to distinguish between
marriage and other sexual relations, "Since sexual relations
within the prescribea limits of marriage-classes are much
more free before than after marriage, it is manifest
that the primary purpose of the institution can not have
been the satisfaction of those impulses. Of the Angami
Nagas it is stated the * chastity begins with marriage '^*
and among the tribes of Upper Burma 'it is claimed that
unchastity after marriage deea not exist owing tj the
freedom of experiment before im rriage . ' Those reroarks
apply to the majority of u .cultured peoples. As Dr. Staroiie
observes, 'if marriage were decided by sexual relations,
it would be difficult to understand for what reasons
marriages were contracted in those communities in which
altogether licentious, nfe ig permitted to the unmarriea.
'
Among the tribes of North American Indians we find des-
criptions of widely varying degrees cjncerning the same
relations. "It was the custom with all the tribew for
a man, v/hen he went out on a prolonged hunting expedition
to arrange for a young woman to accompany him, both for
1, D. Prain, "The Angami JTagas," Revue Coloniale Inter-
nationale, vol, p. 492.
2, C. Morgan '.Vebb, in Census of India 1911, vol.ix. p. 148.
3. C.ll.otarcke, "The Primitive Family in its Origin' and
Development f, 256,
4. Robert Briffault, "The F.others"
,
vol.ii, p. 69,
f0
b.
the sake of sexual companionsliip, and also to assist him
with the carrying, cooicing, and preparation of the products
of the hunt, work which belonged to tne sphere of the women.
The women received of course a liberal share of the
profits, and the whole transaction was on a Dusiness
footing of mutual advantage. At the end of the expedition
the temporary association terminated witnout obligation
on either Si^e}* Similarily, ;y oung men, who had no female
relatives free to look after them, would engage some
young woman to perform the duties of wife." It was
found that among the Hurons, that many of the young
men kept "des filles a pot st a feu," continuing thus
to live together and freely visiting other lovers with
-out hindrance, for such was the custom.'^' There appears
to be no very strong ties between married couples of
these Indian tribes and due to frequently changing wives
family connections are commonly very extensive,'-' The
Cherokee Iroquois "commonly change wives three or four
times a year,
It is unnecessary to go further to show that the
force of hunger and economic need brought about varying
types of adjuotment. The same reason for the marriage
relationship was also against it. "In general,
primitive people hold together in
l.Briffault "The Mother" op.cit., vol. ii
,
p. Vb-Vo. quot. N. Perrot.
g.J.a.Sagard Theodat, "Briffault, ibid.
S.G.H.Loskeil, "History of the Missions of United Brethern" vol.i,
p. 5k;, ff.
4i'Memoirs of Lieutenant Timber la^^e" Briffault, ibia.

*^rriage v/hile taeir interests are servea by it,
and wnen uriey are not, oemg served, they part v/ithout
much aiii icuity, As sociejcy advanced and property
issues ofccame involved in the relationship, there
appeared coaes and interests that regulated
rigcits and autxcs oi <=otcu party, Ana tis interests
accumulated ctround une union trie more the coaea
placed a permanent status on the marriage and held
the parties involved, tne more difficult became
separation, it appsctrs to ioliow, tnat,"tne dissolution
of weaioGJi. Gtirough aivorce appears to grow more
difficult as tne societal orgaixi nation ucvelops." •
To sumiaarize the uypes oi relation snips unat
nave existed in tne past, carrymg on oae lunaamental
functions we now a,asociate witn one family, we may
say oaat oney nave an almost inconceivaoie range
of dii lerentiation, Tnis unit of society nas txistea
xn certain cases where its meaning and responsibility
amoimted to as much as its length of life of a few
moments. On the other hand we have knovm it to be
a life long relationship where the wliole of life's
meaning centered and grew. The desire in many
instances to dissolve the partnership has been the
result of maladjustment and the hope for a better
1. Sumner and Keller, op.cit., vol,iii, p,18c3.
2. Ibid,, p,183.9.
ft
8and happier existence. 'Whenever moral codes thwarted
this desire, there resulted a choise of receiving
social condemnation or remaining in the disagreeable
and unsatisfying relationship. Vhat is thought to be the
better adjustment is chosen in each case and many
times we observe what looJs to be the worst possible
attempt to solve the problem.
In concluding this introduction our attention
"1
should be called to the "socializing forces" two of
which we hlave discussed above.. Self -maintencince
and self -perpetuation, hunger and sex love, are
shared together by both human and animal life, "Besides
these, there ar^ two others, vv'hich are specifically
human, and which demand the existence of a society
as an arena for their exibition, namely, vanity ajid
ghost fear,
"Hunger, love, vanity and fear have operated
with gT^a.t jower on all peoples, Vve can call them
the socializing forces because, ueing tae stimuli thit
drove men into society and held them there, they
may be said to have socialized manicind. But for the
action of these foraes there could have been no
society at all. However, this is'-not to say that they
have made solely for peace and association; they
are also the war forces, and as such, at any rate in
immediate result, they have been dissocializing in
c
their effect. They are what forced men to action of
some kind action tnat has often been, and at the
outset usually was, predatory: war for plunder, over
women, for glory, for some religious end. It is not
unheard of that the same forces should produce
results diametrically opposed; the fall of the stone
and the ascent of the balloon are aliice due to
1 2gravitation," V/illiam I. Thonas ha-i recentV
given us categatories for the human v/ishes or
desires that correspond favorably v/ith these social-
izing forces. The first tv/o:f the desire for security,
and the deaire for response, may be compared with
those primary drives, hunger and love. Qf the remaining
desires, that of recognition is certainly ba^ed upon
vanity; while tue deaire for new experience is perhaps
positive, for the nesrativfi force of ghost fear.
The following discussion of tensmons as they arise
and appear in the organization of the family will
be based largely acound these forces which are so
vital and exnaustive in considering tae drives that
motivate human life cOid association.
Sumner and Keller, op, cit, vol. i, p,^.l.
The Unadjusted (Jirl, pp. 4, ft . .
/c
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II. THE PROBmi OF FMIILY DISORGAi: IZ.iTION.
V/e have just reviewed some of tne princi^l
causes of family organization in primitive society.
It is with extreme caution ttiat we approach the
matter of generalizations about so vast a; territory
covered by sex and marriage. Before selecting
causes of disorganization in the family it will
be well to keep in mind triat the individual is
the unit and when these units are arranged in certain
ways, they become families. In our present society,
eacti unit at some point in life h^^s had conr.ections
with some organization of man- plus -woman and for
our consideration here, we will take into account
only the organization that ha.^ lived within the
recognition of the local lesal restrictions and
endured for some lengtt of time, '^hen ever social
workers try to encouraa:e, any individual, there is
the multiplicity of forces v/orking for ar against
their efforts. And it is important to notice that,
"we can neither doctor people nor educate them, launch
them in^o industry nor rescue them from long dependence
and do these things in a truly social w^y without
taking their families into account,""^
^ Richmond, Social Diagnosis, p, 154,

The purpose of social work as we understand it
is to help tne individuals or groups of individuals
to maiie better adjustments to tiieir environments.
Adjustmnets between husband and ?/ige and cliilaren make
up only a small portion of its work, but the
knowledge of the family background is all important
in every case. In primitive society there were,
evidently, adjustments to be maae and in tne cases
of men and v/omen, separation seemed to be t.^e easier
way out. Primitives, however, allowed taeir emotions
and wiiims to go unbridled but human oeings today nola
themselves m checis: and direct tneir energies into
channels resulting in a higner type of civilization.
(\7e are generalising on tne comparative average.)
This means that there is need for a more delicate
adjustment since there is a possibility for wider rang^-
of interest among individuals. However, let us
keep in mind the four socializing forces or wisned
mentioned at the close of the last section, as we proceed
to state our problem.
ihere appear to be as many differnt j^inds of
family disorganization as there are couples invoivca
in tne relationship. New experiments are conatc^nuiy
being recommended, such as the .comfianionate
€
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marriage, free loTe and state care of children.
In some quarters education h.ad been offered as
a v/ay out and v/e find prominent schools broadcasting
the fact that girls are given tae inside secrets
of family problems in class rooms and laboratories.
Boys are taught how to be better fathers and
handy men aoout the house. Witness a special
effort that gained newspaper publicity recently.
"3RIDLS CaSS stop divorce 3Y BECOmilKG HOUSKKELPERS ! "
"I^ew Yoric Woman Opens School
to Teach Home Art."
It appears that as the family is about to disintegrate
plans appear in numbers for its rehabilitation. Each
exponent describes some unique experience that is
bound to emancipate the world from the evils of
divorce, desertion and general marital unhappiness,
"The establishment of the family is the process
of building up organized attitudes in which all concur,
Family disorganization represents the converse process
in which the family complex breaks up and the am itions
and ideals of the individual members of the family
become differentiated."*^ '^^e usually thinj£ of the
family as being "started" v/hen it is legcilly recognized
by church and state, and likewise we think of its
The Boston Traveler, MarcVi 1928
Howrer
,
Family Disorganization, p. 4.
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ending whenerer a divorce decree i3 granfied or
"death do us part." As a matter of fact, neither
the state nor the Qhurch have anything directly
to do or say about "building up organized attitudes,"
or breaking up tne ideals, ambitions etc. of the
individual members, concerned, Tuese faots are
accounted for and recorded by Lhe state so tnat we
may, during the course of human historjt, pick
up our census records, and compile statistics
and prove conclusively that we are eitaer becoming
more Jiorv/egian or "going to tae dogs."
The problem '^e are trying to diagnose is not
recorded in the files of tae various state departments.
It is more subtle and more difficult to discover
that the record of divorce or evv^n the cause given
in the decree. Our interest is in learning the
root causes of the very process tciat brought about
the need for divorce or deoertion. It will how be
necessary to define and distinguish between three
terms before we proceed to the discusoion of methods
of studying our problem.
1. Family ^Disintegration^.
For the purposes of this paper, the disintegrated
family is one which has lost all unity. It is a faiiiily
fc
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only in the sense of a »'ha3 been". Then legal
seperatioii has been granted, the family as we consider
it, no longer exists and trie records of its disunity
become food for t:ie statisticans ' reports. Temporary
removal or desettion of either the man or v/oman
does not indicate a disintegrated family. Intermittent
husbands or wives indicate disorganization processes
but only v/hen tne seperation becomed final hjxs dis-
integration ta^en place,
ki. Family Disorganization,
Let U3 define disorganization as the process
which destroys the unity of the family. The final
culmination of the process resulting in total
disunity, v/.uld be the disintegrated family, referred
to above, .'e should keep in mind however that
throughout the process of disorganization there is
opportunity to avoid the final disintegration,
developing instead, a counteracting organization
process.
The following case is used to illustrate the process
od disorganization,
John and Marie had difficulty ir. managing their
finances. His salary of |30.09 per week was slightly
inadequate to cover all expenses. Since hw was, earning
the money, he decided without consulting his wife,
that he would ta^e coarge of tne expenditure, Marie
was given a small allowance and held accountable for
every cent. This financial dictatorship b ought abott
domination in other activities. John not only "allowdd"
cc
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iuiarie to spend a oeitain mn of monyy "but also allowed
her to enjov certain t/pes of recreation approved
by him. It was discovered that even their most
intimate relations v;ere v/holly dominated by him.
For five year Mo«,rie stdod for all of this but a few
months ago sae finally revolted. She deserted her
husband and tue two cn.ildren.
"7e discover in this case several tensions
in the disorganization process, Tnat do we meecn by--
3, Family Tensions?
In its sociological sense, a family tension is
a conflict situation which breeds certain attitudes between
persons in the family group. In the above case let us
review the conditions br inging about what will probably ^nd
by "disintegration," First, an economic tension
arose over inadequate funds, John toois: cnarge of tae
purse, being v -ry inconsiderate of her desire for
recognition and status as a good aousev/ife, v/ort:iy of
counsel. These two tensions brought on the dominence
in other matters and might possibly have influenced
hi 3 superior attitude in regard to t:heir sex life.
As each of these tensions broke down the underlying
motives, com^^ion objectives and hopes that were the
fundamental causes of the organization process taat
began only a few jiears ago, family disorganization
began to take place. Finally, tensions snapped and
desertion seemed to be the only way out for the young
wife, oome forces of social control must be exerted
to bring back the old relationship and establisn a
coriLaon interest for the group or disintegration will result.
^ Confidential story of a social case woriier.
c
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III. H^OPOSED mmODS OF oTUDfDTG FAIODT DISORJaITIZATIOH
In fae oast, students of family disorganization
have not always differentiated between the legal concepts
of divorce and desertion and family disorganization.
There usually nas not been a distinction bet?/een the
statistical study of divorce and the sociological
implication of disorganization and tension. "Divorce
for csxaiiiple , is one thing i:- Nevada, where the business
men of Reno capitalize the lax divorce laws of the state;
another thing in New Yoric, where adultery is practically
the only cause; and dtill ^uite a different thing in
-3outh Carolina, where it occurs ;only by act of the
legislature. Desertion, liisev/ise, varies from place
to place. If a man leaves his wife v/ithout support
in a city where there is a charity organization to
which she appeals for financial aid, that may be called
^desertion'
,
though mot in the legal sense, .But if a
husband fails to support his v/ife and there is a
law that penalizes his failure to support her, taat is
*non-supoort
*
, or 'desertion'. If thare is .no cnarity
organization nor any court enforced 2a*e against non-
support, then there will be no desertion in that area,,
just as there is no divorce in South Carolina.""^
Recent studies of family inco.npatabili ty reveal
two methods of approaching the subject: (l) trie statistica
llowrer : The Study of Faiaily Disorganization,
The Family i»Iagazine. Russell Sage Foundation.
May 19ki7. p. 35,
fc
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metaod and (2) tlie caae study metiaod, us firdt
di3CU33 tne val^e of statistics in nelping us to arrive
at some v^^jitage point in our proljlem.
1. The Statistical Met.iod.
"aution must be tiae rule •.vhenever v/e maxce a statistical
study of family disintegration. This is especially true
if we are mailing a study of divorce to prove tnat family
disorganization is more prevale-nt in one section tiian
in anotrier. Matters' v/hich "become public accord may
be recorded or measured statistically but cultural differ-
ences, sexual incompatabiii ty and sometimes desertion
are conditions usually concealed from tiae public. Divorce
hov/ever received legal sanction aud the stated cause
goes into the record, V/e can therefore count the
number, make comparisons and draw conclusions, but
can we drav/ valid conclusions? 'Te cannot. It has
already been pointed out tiiat different laws recognizing
divorce and desertion in one state and not in another
effect tae number of divorces granted tn those states.
If v/e but examine the ecological factors in the dis-
organisation process, we will discover other reasons
why v/e cannot draw valid conclusions from statistical
methods alone.
If we compare the differenced between urban and
rural divorce rates we find that as late as 1915
the rates were fairly even, but in 1924 while there
c
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Number of divorces per 100 marriages
for urban and rural areas inj_ the United States
1887-1924.
14
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4
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Urban
were less ttian eight divorces for ever/ one hundred
marriages in the rural sections of the United States,
there were over fifteen divorces in the url:>an sections
for every one .hundred marriages. Fote diagrame above.
^ Mowrer, Family Disorganisation, p 45.
c
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It d-ze^i ^ot necessarily follow from this that family
disorgani2iation is more jjrevaiant in the cities
than in tae non-urban sections. Inside botti these
"broad groups there are religious, economic, national
and racial forces each giving emphasis to the mores
and affecting families in different localities in
disoimilar ways. The statistical method does not
taice into consideration the influence of the Catholic
Church upon aivorce nor does it recognize the possibility
of national or cultural differences bringing about
family conflicts. In studying the urban population
of the city of Chicago, liowrer points out tae fact
of the differing divorce rates in the various districts
of the city. In the non-family areas, for example,
where tnere is clniefly a male population living in
cheap rooming houses j divorce is almost unioiown. In
contrast to this is tiie paternal family areas v/herc
desertion is extremely high and also the upper middle
class family area where there are a large number of
divorces. Again there are the suburban diotricts of
the maternal family areas, composea of the upper bourgeoisie
that also have a low rate of divorce,"^
laowrer
: Family Disorganization, Chapter v. p 110 i
The Author gives a very codi^.lete description of the conditions
in this urban com.iunity. His diagram showing the relation
of trie emancipated family to trie four mentioned above, ma^es
Ud see vividly the constantly changing environment that is so
difficult to consider in any form of study, not to mention
the utier impossi'bi lity of accurately accounting for it statis-tically.
fl
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Population, dumber oi Divorces and Divorce rates by Divisions. It'
iJxYx ox on "Hi TmT*r»p Q --'n Dill a "hi nn
Po Dulat i on
.
1 AO QPiJ.OU
, OO 0
Hew England 8,092,000 7,549 0,92
K^iuaxe ALxanuic s-A RQfl nnn, 057 o , uu u 1 Z Q 9 A w , ox
Kast ITorth Central 24,^08,000 47,820 1.98
V/'est North Central 13,109,000 22,947 1.75
South Atlantic 15,676,000 14,934 0.95
Eajt South Central 9,309, 000 15,443 1.66
West South Central 11,477, jOO 29,467 2.57
fountain 3,936,0 )0 8,576 2.18
Pacific 6,731,000 19,283 2, 85
Page 20. Karritige and Divorce,
Department of Commerce, 1926.
The accompanying chart shows clearly the difierences
between the various sections of the country, 7e find the
lowest rate of divorce to be recorded in tae lliddle Atlantic
states composed of ITew York, Few Jersey and Pennsylvania,
while "Washington, Oregon and California have the highest.
Can this ^oaaibiy mean that our bro triers in the Eastern
states have come nearer to a solution of fa-..ily disorganization
tfxat taose in the V/est?
There is a very wide range of difference among some
shown by
of the individuu,! states as/the table below, taken from
the divorce statistics published by the Department of Commerce,
State Population Divorce 3
Divorces per
1000 Pop'n.
Massachusetts 4,197,000 3,307 0. 79
New York li, 304, 000 4,674 0.41
District of Columbia 528,000 96 0.18
Kansas 1,821,000 3,780 2.08
Florida 1,317,000 4,012 3.05
Oiilahoma 2,342,000 7,398 3.16
South Carolina 1,826,000
Nevada 777,407 1,021
rc
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in 1926, To base any conclusions upon these reports, say-
ing that happier raarriages v/er^ made in the states of
Uev/ York and lislassachu setts than in ICansas, Oklahoma
or Nevada would be a gross fa.JJmcy, It might be the
very opposite in view of tat fact that in these
latter states, couples may more easily end an extremely
bad situation v/ithout resorting to lies or unlawful
conduct.
The statistical method assiimed tnat v/e ure all of
trie saioe gener-^l type, moulded after a national
pattern and that our Klmeric. n civilization is, from
Maine to California, a "sweet land of liberty."
Despite thia condemnation of the statistical
method we caiinot cast it entirely ^o tne winds f-^r it does
have possibilities in helping ouv study of Family
disorganization. It's chief contribution by the method
of measuring the oOiown facts is to discover three
things: (l) the e: tent of disintegration, (2) The
historical trend, and (3) the causal factors. The
me -surement of ei;tent and trend involve simply tae
counting of events defined in the legal codes of states or
muni c i pati ties. This of course is not absolutely
accurate nor are legal terms defindd sociologically
We have here a direction at most. In its analysis of
0c
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causal facijors tiae si:i<,tistiG.-.l method is more helpless
in contrilDuting a fundamental explanation for family
disorganization, but even here the fallacies lie in
the application of tae information and not so much in
the limitations of the statistical method,
In this connection v/e find an interesting study in
the correlation of divorce and unemployment by Lr.
Maurice 3. Hexter in his recent study of Social
Consecuenoes of the Business Cycles.*^ He found in the
records of 3uffoli£ County, Massachusetts, a tendency
toward a lower divorce rate during periods of uJ^emploj/mejj
t
which might lead one to believe tnat family disorganization
was more ptevcxlent during periods of prosperity. It
would be unwise to conclude from this tnat tension
afiitudes in marriage were more prevalent during times of
unemployment if £or no other reason than the high cost
of divorce. Perhaps if it were possible to gather
accurate statistics of desertion, there would be found
more of a correlation between desertion and unemployment
than was found by Dr. Hexter in his study of desertion cases
occuriigg among Jewish residents of Kew Yoric City.
Using as a correlative the fluctuation of unemployment
in clothing and textiles in Hew York State, he found a
^ Mov/rer : family Disor3:ani2,ation, pp, 127-9,
^ PP.97, 98, 113, 114.
(
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correlation of -0, ^679- v/hen desertion led by two months,
Facts pro_-'erly gathered and stati stiGC-lly inter oreted
have imiaense value in studying an/ situation. In
order to partially fill the need in studying ma riage
discords and tensions, a method of analysing cases and
recording tension attitudes of case records o£ social
agencies, will be suggested later. The advantages and
disadvantages cf^the case study method must first be
discussed before we consider analysis and treatn&nt
of t'ue family.
2. The Case Study Method.
Vllhenever a physician discovers a case that is
difficult to diagnose, ae first taices all the available
facts he c::.n find to his laboratory for examination, -xfter
inaiiing jertain tests he compares his results with previous
discoveries in the realm of thfi disease and after
arriving at some conclusion, he proceeds to treat it
properly and positively, T.iis is precisely what the
social scientist is attempting to do in the case study
method of examining the family. Unlike the physician,
the sociologist does not have the v/ealtn. of historical
facts at his disposal. Hot only is he exploring practically
untilled ground but tne ecological and emotional factors
^ Kexter, op. cit. ?oot ITote
, p. 151,
fc
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in family relationstiips rnaiie tiie securing of correct
information tjt/ difficult, "We l^ok bacicward tiirouga
t'ae colored ligats of emooion;" says Erofeaaor proves,
"our x'orv/ard vision is ai34)orted by our ifiopes, fears
or wishes. Trie exa^t facts are li:.rd to get. This does
not mean that the interested person is trying to hide
or aha.nge the facts, but rather that our family relationsnips,
past present and even future in so far as ima..ined, are
too shot through with personal meaning to be tret. ted
with unprejudiced judgment,," ^
Vfe are confronted from tne beginning with difficulty
in securing facts for our cage histories. There are
however, three sources from which we may gather tnis
material. The first io from trie records founa in tae
courts of domestic relations. These records reveal factors
causing fa.aily disintegration and have great value in
compiling statistical data concerning studies of divorce,
AS mentioned above, we find here tae difficulty of the
formal and often incidental character contained in
th- rejords. The sociological reasons for divorce are
very often interpretod in the terma provided by the
lef2:islature in maJiing the decree of final seperation.
The files of social service agencies reveal an
abundant amount of information and give very complete
Social Problems and the Family. P. 9,
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stories of many types of incompatability. The case
studji method has been, very possibly, an outgrov/th on
the part of social v/oricers to diagnose and treat instances
of problem families. Criticism has been leveled against
the inadequacy of these records in that there is a ten-
dency to ignore other than economic factors, and to
overemphasize immediate problems.^ Mary Richmond
cites a criticism liiade of an agency concerning the
lacic of historical information about all the members
of a Scii<)ch deserter's family, ohe points out taat an
adequate Jaiowledge of the bacicground of buth parents
is ssaentiafii in proper treatment and that it is e:>rtremely
important to administer treatment with a clear conception
of the main drift of the fcunily as a whole,*^ Continual
imorovement in tae methods and ideals of sojial woris is
making available, better case niatories and v-iUt^ntities
of invaluable scientific information, .-Jiother objection
to tae use of such information is that the very fact
of a family's need for ci,id from charity is usually
indicative of its abnormality, especially in its aesire
for economic security.
The thir^ method of privately interviewing interested
socially minded man and v/omen, is very possibljr one great
} Mowrer, op, cit. pp. 136-7,
^ Richmond, Socal DaiRicnosis. pp 139-142,
fr
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souree to be successfully used in trie future. Dr.
Cx, V, Hamilton in a stud/ of tiie marriage relations
of two aundred man and women secured his information in
the following manner. Q^uestions typed on cards w^re
answered privately by volunteers, willing to give for
critical study, their personal experiences. The replies
taisen down verbatum by Dr. Hamilton, were later transferred
to the dictaphone and numbered according to a j^ey which
he alone ionew. These questions covered every phase of
life experience from childhood, with its parental influences,
ttirough courtship and marriage experiences."^ It is
possible that through the study of apparently normal people,
a group gf positive attitudes may be discovered around v/iaicri
a process of organization may be started, in cases v/here
disorganization is talcing place. In fact it is advisable
to checic up trie abnormal cases with those relatively normal
in order to retain ones sense of values. Dr. biddings
warns against this • danger . in tae following: "The circumstance
that students of social work cases are largely occupied with
sub-normal and abnormal phenomena creates an intellectual
danger which calls for mention To correct these errors
and to avoid bias social workers and students of social
work cases need to Keep in touch with resSarches that
are being carried on in the study of normal social and
^ Ross, Mary. Ivlarriages that ®id and flidn't
Survey Graphic, .-^.pril, ISkiS.
Hamilton, "A Research in Carriage."
c
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aojietal evolution, and to fumiliarize themselves with
atteated results But sociology can give them, and
should give fehfem, poise ;.;,nd balance, a c^mprehansive
view, a sense of relative values, an apprehension of
proportions and of probabilities." ^
In securing the material for our case stiadies it
is necessary to ^ov/ the tensions or attitudes arising in
family disorganization and how they interact in sequen-
tial relationships in bringing about events that complete
the deunifying process. In this connection it will be
v.-ell to remember the possibility of discovering attitudes
or states of mind that mice for accord rather than tension.
In addition, we may find these attitudes clustered
about certain interests and dasires not unlike the
socializing forces mentioned above.
To summarize briefly, this is the method employed.
First, study the family, as an organism including its
individual parts, mainly, father and mother; second,
as a part of tae ecological environment, and finally,
after facts have been analysed and interpreted, as
a statistical study. The following is not a statistical
study but a suggestion that may prove valuable in mailing
a more complete analysis of the first two relationships
and facilitate a mord nearly a ^curate approach in the
-Ihird,
^ O-iddings, F. H. The Scientific Study of Human
Society, pp. 97-99,
c
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IV. A STUDY OP TLNSIONS AI3D THEIR CIASSIi'IC^TION
Kearly all social scientists agree triat taere
are disharmonies and conflicts in th.e family relation-
ship but so many include only a broad generalization of
causes, especially ignorance of the meaning of mrriage
and lacii of eoonoiuic training, .-ill of taese are
indeed true as far as they go but they are mere
suggestions of tn,e jfension classification we desire for
our purpose here.
A classification of faiaily tensions may proceed
out of a group of typical situations in which family
discords arise. Professor Burgess of Chicago University
in his course on The Family, has introduced the concept
"family tension*! which has been defined and described
in preceeding caapters. He gives a classification of
seven tension types including ecoi^oraic, sex, repect,
culture, tempeiamoit and pattern of life. I.tisroney
gives four difierent types of factors, viz, economic,
health, personal and social, and under each there are
1
numerous tensions. Miss Richmond suggests taat when
serious estrangement occurs, the first thing to study
is the differences, if any, -"in racial, national and
1
The Town Church and the Llodern family,
M,A. Thesis, quoted by Mowrer, op, cit. p, 196,
<c
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conxLunit/ TDackground, with the redulting difierencea
of custom, convention, religion and eduad,tion. I\ext
to disparity of age, to marriage or remarriage for economic
reasons, and the interference of relatives; diffex^encea
of nationality, race, or religion are the most fraitful
causes of trouble between man and v/ife,"^ Mowrer
gives only four general classifications as a result
of an intensive study of one hundred cases of family
disorganization. He admits tnat it is somewhat simpler
than others and possibly too simple but is only tentative
and will undoubtedly be shown defective when nev/er
methods of case study will be discovered. His four
fold classification follows: (l) incompatability in
response, {2) economic individualization, (3) cmltural
differentiation, and (4) individuation of life patterns,*^
He adds tnat each one of these does not necessarily
represent a single tension but "the assumption is that
there is in each case one type of situation wnica is
5
predominate in the conflict between husband and wife."
The basis of both Burgess' and Mowrer's classification
seem to be on the assumption that the interaction between
husband and wife occurs within certain spheres of interest
in which there may be either tension or accord. Hence
^ F-icnmond, Social Diagnosis, p. 140
§ Mowrer, op. cit. p. 196
^ Ibid.
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for the economic t/pe tension t'tiere is an economic t/pe
accord. ?or example : if tiie economic tension between
Jorin and Marie, mentioned in blie second section, nad
been counteracted by some mutual economic interest
of saving together or budgeting accounts and spending
cooperatively, there could have resulted mutual accord
and the following tensions temporrj,rily if not permenantly
relieved,
E, T. Krueger of Vanderbilt University in a recent
study published in the -i.pril numb.:.r of the Eamily
Magazine, 1928, gives thirteen tensions as the result
of his research. He maintains taat the above are all
tot abstract and inclusive to permit the location
and description of tensions in a greater variety of situa-
tions. His [thirteen tensions are: economic, occupation,
response (sex), control (positional relationship of
members within the family to each other), status (positional
relationship of the family in social participation),
culture, philosophy of life, tem^eiamait
,
health, individual
capacities and abilities, appetites and habits, personal
behavior pattern, and age,^ To illustrate the ac' - "^-^
of these various ''.ens-' o^s, he gives the case of tae
Gross fajnily and an analysis of tae tensions with a
diagram. The following is a brief sumioary of tbe case.
The Family ilagazine. Rusoell 3age Foundation.
Apr. Ij'^S, p. 54. "A Study of ilarriage
Incompatability.
"
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THE CR0S3 FAMILY
Mr, und Ilrs. Cro.3o coming from a similar rural
background move to tae city in an attempt to covert
financial disaster. 1^. Cross la willing to work but
never understands tiie value of money. Even so, ae refuses
to allow Mrs, Cross to try to manage tirie finances.
She is forced to taice in boarders to eke out tae family
income but gives taat up because of Hr, Cross' susjicions
about tiie boarders and her,
Mr, Cross unconcerried ab^ut telling the family
troubles to all, greatly annoyipMrs, Cross, He
likewise takes no interest in her desire to limit the
size of the family or for her to have pretty clothes,
Mrs Cross f in .lly le^lres home because of traps
he set to prove her unfaithful. She is now earning
§500,00 per month and the children seem happy and Mrs,
Cross seems to have solve the financial problem, at
least for herself.
Tensions:
economio, lacji oi money.
control, husband tries to dominate home,
individual capacities, nusband weaj^er than wife
and bo^h realize it, inferiority complex
developed by husband,
status, v/ife sensitive to place in comiiiunity
and jieeping up appearer.ces, husband still
rural minded.
There appears to be no conflict of culture, philospphy
of life, temperment, health, appetites and habits
nor husband's occupation. There was a tension
over occupation of wife.
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A response tension arose because v/ife ioiew they could
not afford more children. The tendency of the husband
to excess was liicev/ise a later cause for response
tension although wife continued her response relations
v/ith her husband long after she lost respect for him.
Personal behavior po;,ttern li^sev/ise is a^^parent for the
husband was an introvert, little interested in fino.ncial
insight. The wife was an extravert, decisive and able
to direct her activities. Thus we see almost a constellation
of tensions, some stimulating others, all interacting
and resulting in a final disintegration.
Diagram of tension forces in the process of disorganization :
-
Control Status Economic Pers'nl.
^3ehavioi\
Economic ^— J1X>L ^-'Totatus
iOccupati on'
Indiv'i. Cap't's. iT^sponse Control Kesponae / 3€atu3
and Abilities
Mr. Kru..ger asserts that . the problem of classification
is complicated and made mor^; difficult by the fact that
tensions are interrelated and sequential in character,
.i-s we have seen above, an economic tension arose involving
almost every ty.e of conflict that is possible to list,
"A Classification of tensions must therefore include the
concrete factors which lead to a conflict of attitudes
and leave to case analysis the statement of the sequential
and integrative relationships between factors. Tensions
therefore do not operate in isolation, but in an incegrated
set of tensions to which the term constellation has
been applied, " ^
The pmrpose of this study, while attempting to be
constructive, must first recognize the value of being
^ Crueger, "a Study of Marriage Incompatabili ty"
The Family Magazine, op, cit, p. 54,

able to anal/se Gompletel/ th.e family di dorganization . ^
process. The above classifications suggest excellent
ideas of anal/sis but the question ariaes as to their
value in dealing with cases of fa,mily conflict if placed
in the hands of social v;ori£ers. Our aim is to give a
method of visualizing graphically the primary and secondary
tensions by suggesting all the possible attitudes that
might arise in any case of marital difficulty. As new
tensions arise and old ones disappear a constant record
may be had':of the disorganizing process. second aim is
to sho\? by the same method, tne points or attitudes where
disorganization is not taxiing place, visualization of
the family a.s a whole, seeing both its desires and
problems may suggest a plan of organization by strength-
ing interest in attitudes that apparently show no conflict
situation. In addition to this, tue use of oUch a plan
would facilitate the gathering of more minute causai
factors for statistical studies.
The clas jif icati on that follows i-. based, first
on the two fundamental desires of human life, or economic
security and sexual response, as mentioned above; and
second, on the individual and cultural differences of
husband and v/ife. The first, economic security, includes all causes
that v/ould prodace insecurity, irritability due to
(
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Kind of employment or non-employment and tensions
arising from the mcj,nagement of the income. The second
includes all differe-^ces arising from matters of sex, cinild
birth, parental respoBsihility and birth control. The
third group is composed of individual characteristics
such as mentality, temperment, habits and appetites,
health and age, any one of which may ca-use considerable
misunderstanding between two people. In the fourth group
we find lifted cultural diiierences such as race,
nationality, religion, education and other factors that
have be^n^and are still, fiJUitful sources of, differing
attitudes,
ECOITOMIC SECURITY
1. Income
2. Employment
5. Financial management,
QKIUAL RESPOITSE
4, Sexual relations
5, Birth Control
6, CriilcLrnn
7, Parental j esponsifeility,
IIIDIVIDU^ CHARACTERISTICS
8, Individual Capacities and Abilities
9, Mentality
1^^, Temperament
11. Philosophy of Life
12. Desire to control, (Particularly status within fa.iily)
13. Appetites and habits
14. Health
15. Age
CULTURAL D IFFLREIIGE S
16. Race
17. Nationality
18. Religion
19. Education
20. Recreation
21. Relatives
22. Desire for community recognition of family status.
(i
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On the sample face sheet on page 45 where the
above outline is used for the anal^Ksis of the Srimeg
case, there will be found several subdivision^
under many of the tensions giving an opi-ortunity
for more exact stud/ of causal factors. For uBe
witn. other material that is found witri most case
studies, this sheet should be printed on a card,
five inches by six inches and used in conjunction
with the ordinary face sheet,
Tne column lines under "K" and are for
the purpose of designating the source of unreasonableness
cf the tension or, v/hether the marx or the woman is
mare to blame. If this is difficult to determine,
then both "M" and "W" will ho^ve Qheoj£3 on the same
tension, different marks designate the relative
importance of th^ tension to the whole situation.
In concluding ti:iid caapter on Clas oif ice.t ion
of Family Tensions we must admit the undesirableness
of dogmatically defining and subjecting vhese attitudes
to certain categorical limitations. The interplay
and influence of tensions upon each otner iiresents
a more difficult problem that at first appears, but
tais is offered as a means to better interpretation
of cases of family disorganization. It is hoped that
with this interpretation there will also come a
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visualization of possible reconstruction programs
that will save much effort on the jart of the social
^orser not to mention the prolonged unhappiness of
the families involved. The gathering of statistical
material is entirely seconda.5Py but never-the -less important.
Just as new methods in medical science are constantly
bringing fresh information conderning the diseases of tae
body, it is hoped thi.t this will aid in the diagnosis
and treatment of diseases of tue family.
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V. THL TiilNSION GIASSIFICATIOII U3ED IK C.^SL AITALYSIS.
The following is corxsidered a "hopeless case" in
so far as making an/ sort of permenant adjustment
that will aold tne f,:jnily together so that it -.vill
of
stand independent^ofitside help,. The case has been csondei.sed
fx'-om the files of tne Family ".7elfare 3ociety of Boston and
reveals a wide variety of discordant atoitudes. 1 ven
though the main motives of the two people that compose the
head of the family, are widely divergent, v/e do find
attitudes of accord wnich if supplemented by some
economic security, v/ould very possibly ma^e a permenanjrly
integrated family, I feel t.iis to be a sife statement
in spite of the great difference in age. During the
process of reading the case, it might be of interest
to refer to the analysis on page 45,
THE GRIMi-^S CASE.
Harriet Nelson Crimes is a very attractive young
woman of twenty nine. She was born in Sweden Land her
father died when she was but five years old. 3^e came
to America with her mother, one brother an i one sister
in 1909; tne family lived in Rhode Island for several
years. The older brother and sister are both married
and live rather well in rural communities in the .'est
Central part of the United States. I^s, Grimes is now
living with her three children; Herbert, seven years old;
r
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Bobert, five; and Iferie, tiio; in Charles town, Mr.
and lilrs. Grimes seem to be of average intelligence and
both present a pleasing appearance. There is a great
difference in their ages and cultural bacicgrounds, Lir, \}
being twenty-five years older than his vvife and a native
of Massachusetts while s.^e is a native of Sweden, Tuey
were married in 19ii0, at v;hich time Harriet was a
waitress and Hr, G-rimes wus the cooic at one of trie
summer hotels near Plymouth.
laT, Grimes is quite tempermental. He v/as the only
child and hi3 motner died ut his birt-i after which time
hio grandparents cared for him for several years, Mr
grimes 3r, remarried and John returned to his fath^^r's
home but ran away at the age of nine because of the
treatment received by nis step-mother. He returned
to his grandparents and while living- with them received
a cormQon school education. Father and son were separated
for several years but met one day quite by accident
when John v/as fifteen years of age. For tue follovdng
five or six /e<:,rs, llr. Grimes 3r. took much interest
in his son, teaching him the barker trade in his own
shop. The younger man became dissatisfied hov/ever and
decided to be a chef, the profession he has followed ever
since. His first marriage ended tragically when his
son, three years old, was accidently killed by a ievolver.
The child's mother died shortly after this terrible acciaent.
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Mrs, Harriet Grrimes v;a3 very haj.:p/ during the first
few weexcs of aer married life in 19k.O, 3he taougut
her auabcs-nd, because of his age and expe.ience, would
be able to provide for their living and that her days
of hand to mouth existence were over forever. T.^ey
made great plans fo.- t.ie future, counting on trie income
he usually made, (around two hundred dollars per month),
including in their budget a small saving for a future home,
-^ftev the sumij^r touriot season waij over they moved
to Boston, rented a little apartment and began taeir
houseiieeping activities while Mr. Grimes tried to find v/
employment. Jobs were very scarce in the winter of
1920-21 and to mi-.^-ce matters v/orse, LIr. Grimes lelt
it was below trie dignity of a chef to accept any iaiind
of menial labor. He riad only temporary employment
at Vu,riou3 times throughout the winter and it vrus not long
until their sumiaer savings were completely used up.
Herbert came in the spring of 19^.1 and l-Irs. Grimes was
very viealc because of her undi^rnourished condition. Ilr,
G. obtained a steady job early in the summer however
and this helped materially while Harriet gained rapidly
in strength. She was able to visit her sister who lived
in Minnesota, that same summer, tailing trie baby with her.
This relative believed Harriet's marriage waj a very unwise
adventure and advised her to get a divorce. Harriet was
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hopeful and believed John oa.able of doing more tnat he
had done 30 far because when he did vrork ttiere seemed
to be 30 much money joming in, "If he could onl/ get a
steady job.
"
The following winter v/as about as blealc 0,3 tLe first
and unpaid rent necessitated their moving to a room
in tiie Horth End.
After the second baby arrived in 1923, Mrs (xrimes
Called upon tne Family Welfare Society for aid. Upon
investigation, the ro:>m was found to be unsanitary and
damp, not a good place to care for two babies that
were none toj well. The social woricer found Mrs. ITelson
the mother of Mrs. Grimes the rooming house but she
seemed to be of little help. llrs. G-rimes 3«,id that
she (lidra ITelson) wa^ living with them and both llr.and llrs
a. were quite perturbed about it. It was found that
llrs, Nelson had oome money and refused to pay her own
expenses of food and rent. She wa not only uiiable to
speaks a 7/ord of English but was also deaf. Soon after
tais original investigation the Family Telfare Society
helped the distressed family to move ^0 rooms witing
for ?18,00 per month in Charlestonn. Here there was much
moia room and aunligat for all,
Mr. G-rimes continued to secure intermittent employ-
ment. However he was able to ^ceep t...e jobs he secured
€
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away from home muci:i longer than . hose he could find in
Boston <=^Tid while worJcing away from home he v/as extremely
careful about sending money to his family. As months
went by his jobs became more scarce ..nd he sp^ni muoh more
time loafing around the house. It became apparent that
Mrs. Trimes was beginning to lose respect and confidence
in her husband, ./hile aome , he would become e^.tremely
quarrelsome over trifles and Mrs. G, reported to the oocial
woricer that he vv'a-j mean to the children v/nenever he was
tae least bit annoyed by them, "He swears at the children
and is very dirty whenever he chews tobacco and smokies
while in the house, " she said,
Harriet was very fond of parties and sc-ciald and
enjoyed being with her friends v/ho attended the Sv/eedlsh
Church, She also attended church and too^: the children
along because she recognized the value of their icnowing
the Swedish language as well as Lnglish. Parties, dances
and socials were attended whenever the opportunity presented
itself because Mrs, crimes loved recreation and social live
and her monotonous nome life intensified this desire,
Mr. Grimes on cae other hand, often made uniind remarics
about tae friends of vdfe referring to them as "Swedes" and
attempting to build up his own pride in the fact that tie
was "an /American". His idea concerning his wife wai for
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her to care for tae children, ^he douse und his wants,
first. He could see no ne^d for her going out to socials
or for entertaining friends in her home, aj was suggested
0/ the social woriser, Much "bitter taliS: would follov/ the
discover/ b/ Ilr. 'Crimes that his wife had been away
from home for a fev/ houi?s witcioufc his Jinowledge of it.
In DeceiUber, 19ii5, Liarie v/a^. born and the famil/
finances were sj depleted tiriat the Welfare Society
gave t.ie two boys some ChristmaB things and enough
food to laot for a few days. Mrs. i^'elson was tiaen
home caring for the cnildren and seemed to be quite a
difierent person than was first reported. Mr. Grimes
sent a good letter thanJcing the Welfare Society for the
Christmas Cheer, saying that he did not Know. ?/hat :hey
would have done had it not been for the tho.-ghtfulness
of the Society. In January, both Mrs. Grimes and tae
baby went to trie Boston Lying in Hospital for a month,
to gain health and strength.
During the following sum^ner and fall, Harriet
secured part time employment out of tne home in order to
aid virith th.. family ex^^enses. She did this while Mr. Grimes
was out of town so tnat he wouj-d not ioiow abput it. She
also attended the Darti'='s at the S-'^^dish Lutheran
Church enjoying the companionship of her friends
and the excitement of these new experiences, Thio recreation
i
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appeared to be beneficial and ttie ciiance for self
expression affected the rest of h^^r attitudes.
In t:ie soring ox 19k.l
,
Mr, Orimes v/orkedr at a, hotel
in Floridg. He wrote glowing accounts of his experisncea
of swimming and fisning in the ocean, and promised
to bring the children an alligator when he cume ho-ie.
The children seemed to be aappier to hear from tnair
father than to seo him and the/ 7;ere always greatly
excited v^^henever a letter arrived telling of his
adventures, ,7hen he returned in June, ne found two or
three sh-.rt lived jobs but none to his lilcing, he
claimed. Most of his time wao spent in ma^iing home life
disagreeable until ne ac-epted a job as chef at a
school in Hew 'oris State. He stayed here only tv/o weeiiS
and upon investigation it was found that he was too
unclean with his tobacco habits and disinterested
in his woric after the first week on the job.
In was not until October, 1927 that the comniittse on
Marital Relations of the Family V/elfare 'ociety decided
that Mr, G-rimes must either get a j ob and support lidis
family or work on the wood pile or go to jail. He could
find no other work so he worked on the wood pile
during the winter, seeping him aw^ty from home most of tie
time allowing Mrs, (rrimes more frcc^dom and an opportunity
work outside of h^r home, "'y this arrangement, Llrs-
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jrimes is managing financially lout cannot save an/thing
for any emergency. Sine realizes tha.t if ner iiusband
could fmnd steady employment, they would have enough to
lif'e on. The is willing to remain v/ith him if he v/ill
but support her, because she is very anxious to give the
children a good education. However if she is able to
become completely independent of hv^r husband, she
declares that she will divorce him somehow, 3he ad:aits
a lacic of interest in ham on account of ais old faaaioned
ideas.
About the first taing we see to cause trouble
in this case is the extreme difference in ages. This
is not an active factor apparently, until tinere is a
lacis of economic security. These two are perhaps tne
priHffliry tensions, naving much bearing u.-^on all trie other
tensions in the case. 21e seasonal and inte mii ffemt
employment of the man contribiate greatly to the econoraic
tension while, strange as it may seem, the employment
away from home, seems to be the on^y steadying influence
aside from the harmony in response attitudes. There
is apparently no tension over the roatter of financial
management
,
There are cultural tensions as.-shown by the problems
arising from the differences in recreational desires.
Ttie difference iii nationality and religion mi.y have much
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influence at .thio point and the . ifferenoes of
individual ctiaracter istics i^a. abilities, tem. orment
,
and age, all re^ct upon eaca other to iasu^e the situation
more complicated. The subjective teraperment of Mr, crimes
whica was largely false pride and
a. superiority complex, Cc^used aim to refuse menial employ-
ment increasing the economic tension in " . the family and
lowering its status. This could be influenced by his
pnilosophy of life and the ati^itude of "whji waste time on
a little job paying '-5,00 per day when I c<a.n get 03.00
as a chef?" His c^ppetites and hapits seem to be a
factior in his inability to hold a job. There is also a
direct tension between tae two people at this point.
The difference in age may be considered again as a factor
causing nis desire to control the activities of ;LIrs.
Grrimes. Being old enough to be aer father, he has a
sort of pat jrnalistic attitude.
There seems to be lit:le or no tension over the
sex attitude in this case The fact that there is harmony
at this point helps us to see why the marriage did not
become disintegrated sooner. It appears that if Llr, Grimes
could be inspired to ^-et a^nd iceep steady job, even with
a moderate income, that many tensions v/ould disappear and
ti-xere would result a mutual da sire to educate the caildree
and establish a permenant home. The graphic analysis
follows below.
(
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^ -Contributory factors.
i
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The reason for the differentiation betv/een "factors"
and "attitudes" is that factors are conditions that are
relatively stable and ara external. Attitudes are states
of minds which are dependent upon the individual himself
for change. It is difficult to tell v/hich is the raore
important because attitudes may influence conditions and
factors may change completely ones state of mind. Their
relative importance may be compared to the tv/o edges of
a pair of shears, in the process of cutting a sheet of
paper. It is difficult to ^ow which doos the more work.
By using the met nod of graphic analysis shown on page
46 of the paper, there is presented after a series of analyses,
a picture of the trends of tensions. At three different
periods in the case history of the G-rimes faiiiily, have the
analyses been , de. The first was made when the family first
came to the notice of the Welfare Society. The second was
made when the 1' 3t child v/as born. The third came at the
close of the case.
The analysis in the first column reveals the mi^jor
tension brought about by inademj.».to •'r-^ome due to lacic of
employm; t. We find as contributory attitudes, the subjective
temperamjBBt , the appetites and habits of Mr, CJrimes which
bring about tensions, Mrs, Orimes'poor health and the influence
of Mrs. ITeslon, a relative of Itrs, Grimes, likewise cause
tensions. The diversified ages of the husband and wife
constitute a constant factor which affects both the cultural
I
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and individual differences taroughout the Oc^se,
In the second anal/sis, v/e again find
economic tensions due to inadequate incone but
intermi ttant rttther than no emplo/mBBt is the cause.
The extra responsibility of supporting the last
child emphasizes the economic strain. Temperament,
appetites and habits still persist and we see an
attempt made by the husband to construct a phil-
osophy of life which will excuse his unemployment
without injuring his own self respect, The health
of the v/ife still is impaired, Nationality tensions
and recreation tensions are arising.
The third and final summary of the case
portrays the persistence of the economic tension
accentuated in a measure by the employment of the
wife. The tensionsdue to poor health and misunder-
standing the children seem to have disappeared
but a deoidod control tension is indicated when
we note the attitude of Mr, (jrimes concerning
the recreational and social activities of his
wife and children. Mr, Grimes has a desire for
status, A slight religious tension is appearing.
This type of chart cannot show the immediate
connections between one tension and another but v.e
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are able to see the general area in i-^iiich disorgan-
ization process is taking place and to view the
pla:;es where there is little or no tension.
On a printed face sheet there could b e arranged
any number of columns for extra or more numerous
analyses. It would be v/ise, also, to leave a space
on the sheet between individual areas for writing
in other factors th..t are rare, unforseen or unusual.
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VI. CONCLUSION.
Thio is a presentation of a metiiod for
quickly and graphically studying cases of family
disorgc.nization, Ve are making no plea for the
preservation of the institution of marriage, but
our proposed method of viewing cases should throw
light on primary causes as vfell as indicating possible
points wherein amelioration is conceivable, 'e
have not given mucn. atcention to the parent-child
relationship, important as it is, for it requires
a thorough study at some future time. Such a
study is witiiout the confines of this paper,
I^rriage to the so called mo-^-e^n social
order is considered mox-e permanent than in the
early primitirve society when the arrangement
was one of utility, to be terminated at will.
Our sD cial mores of th.e day have long considere.i
marriage as :aore or less permanent, regardless of
the conflicting motives of the participents.
So Inng as the conditions remain as they
nov/ are, social worjiers and others are going to
be confronted with the problem of marital difficulty.
A method of visualizing the process of disorgan-
ization in particular cases will be of , ssistance.
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The cliarts herein given and the methods of diagnosis
suggested are built around the forces of hunger, love,
vanity and fear. These primary forces are certainly
in the realm v/here are found the greatest amount of
possibility for both conflict or harmony. Both
organization and disorganization are possible, The
study of the individual difference in these realms
as indicated in our study of small grjups will prove
beneficial in increasing joiowle^ge about dissatisfactions
in marriage,
¥e offer a metaod of diagnosis. Suggestions
for treatment must arise as ones views the areas of
calm and of tension. As we increase our w.ovvledge on
a small scale, perhaps never being able to formulate
generalities, still v;e may give a few fundmentals
that can be guiding our thoughts v/hen aeali^jg with
men and women who are facing problems of family
disorganization,
BP
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